
 

 

Job Description 
 

 
Job Title:  Lead Business Intelligence Engineer Reports To: Chief Strategy Officer 
Department: Business Intelligence   Last Revision Date: 06/2021 
FLSA: Exempt      Approved By: Sean Leimbach 
Salary Range:  TBD 
 

 
Summary: 
 
Genuine Health Group is building a model for managing care delivery that embodies 
traditional values, promises reliability, and embraces flexibility and technology. Genuine 
Health serves as the single point of contact for physicians’ Medicare members: Medicare 
Advantage members through Genuine Health MSO and fee-for-service members through 
Genuine Health Direct, the company’s Direct Contracting Entity. Genuine leverages both 
proprietary and third-party analytics, a custom-developed CRM system, and cutting-edge 
business intelligence tools to improve quality of care, reduce healthcare costs, and increase 
patient and provider satisfaction.  
 
What We Need 
 
As a tech-forward healthcare organization, data engineering, analysis and reporting are 
central to driving physician behavior, patient satisfaction, and ultimately Genuine’s success. 
The Lead Business Intelligence Engineer is responsible for stepping in and managing a team 
on day 1. This role will focus managing Genuine’s proprietary data warehouse, reporting 
suite, and its team of healthcare business analysts.  This person will report into the Chief 
Strategy Officer. 
 
 
Essential Duties and Responsibilities: 
 

• Manage the current team of DBAs, Business Analysts, Report Developers, 
andidentifying opportunities for expansion 

• Key Responsibilities of BI team:  
o Develop and monitor deep-dive case-studies for Genuine’s Monthly Insights 

meetings 
o Produce and manage KPI reports for value-based agreements. 
o Monitor cost and revenue trends for healthcare providers and identify 

underlying drivers of developing trends. 



 

 

o Understand and analyze impacts of new program changes such as new 
benefits or new populations. 

o Analyze new health plan contract opportunities. 
o Respond to ad-hoc requests for analysis and provide analytic support to 

various stakeholders and departments. 
o Pull data using Structured Query Language (SQL) code/Python (or similar 

programs) and create reports in Reporting Services, Tableau, PowerBI and/or 
Excel. 

o Manage and organize meetings to discuss analysis requests, inform 
stakeholders of the latest financial trends, and monitor changes occurring in 
the provider community. 

o Keep abreast of Medicare reforms, especially related the Medicare’s Direct 
Contracting Program, and their impact on Genuine’s performance. 

 
 
About You 
 

• 6-8+ years of healthcare data, analytics, and reporting experience  
• Experience leading and managing teams 
• Experience using and/or building data warehouses 
• Cross-functional work and communication style 
• Expertise in R, SQL, Ruby/Python, big data stacks, ML platforms, BI/Analytics tools 

 
 
Perks of Working With Us 

• This position will have direct access to C-Level leadership 
• 401k Matching Program 
• Full Benefits: Health, Dental, & Vision 
• Paid Time Off 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 
 
We are passionate about creating an inclusive workplace that promotes and values diversity. 
Companies that are diverse in age, gender identity, race, sexual orientation, physical or 
mental ability, ethnicity, and perspective are proven to be better companies. More 
importantly, creating an environment where everyone, from any background, can do their 
best work is the right thing to do. We look forward to interest in our roles from all walks of 
life.  
 
 
 
 
 

Note: Nothing in this job specification restricts management’s right to assign or reassign 
duties and responsibilities to this job at any time. Critical features of this job are described 
under various headings above. They may be subject to change at any time due to reasonable 
accommodation or other reasons.  The above statements are strictly intended to describe 
the general nature and level of the work being performed. They are not intended to be 
construed as a complete list of all responsibilities, duties, and skills required of employees 
in this position 
 
I hereby accept these terms of employment as stated above. 
 
 
 
_________________________________________          
 Employee Name, Last Name        
 
 
_________________________________________      __________________    
 Employee Signature      Date 

 

 
 


